
Campanile at a Glance
Ascend to the next level

www.campanileconsulting.com



Campanile Management Consulting
Campanile empowers business leaders to ascend to their next level of responsibility. Our 
ingredients: clear purpose, passion, cutting-edge tools and flexible delivery. 

In 2004, we started Campanile to bring cutting-edge people development methods to Asia 
and turn them into flexible, user-friendly consulting projects. Since then, our geographic 
reach has expanded but our fundamental goal hasn't changed. Our current experience 
includes close to a hundred Fortune 500 companies, multinationals and SMEs in the European 
Union and East Asia.

2004: Started up in
Hong Kong & Shanghai

2014: Team in Shanghai. Partner firms in 
Germany, The Netherlands and the US.
Clients & projects in 15 countries.

At the heart of Campanile’s long-lasting cooperation with clients is genuine care for each 
individual member of teams, companies and institutions we support.



Campanile Management Consulting

www.campanileconsulting.com



Our Method
We start each project by listening, assessing and understanding. We discuss and select 
carefully targeted changes, which we then turn into consulting, coaching and workshops. 
Finally but perhaps most importantly, we stay in touch with our clients after the conclusion 
of our projects, and advise them on consolidating new habits and methods.



Our Method
The individual focus of our work implies that we never deliver the same product twice. 
Carefully defining a small number of impactful changes takes additional work at the start, but 
ensures lasting results later.



Our Services

Assessment

CoachingCommunicationTeamwork

LeadershipManagement



Leadership Potential



Leadership Essentials



Top Team Workshop



Problem Solving Teams



Leading across Cultures



Communicate with Purpose



METHODS



Discussion



Teamwork



Role-Plays



Observers



Peer Feedback



Action Plans



Continued Engagement



Our work culture
Although we are (technically) not a family, we like to adhere to the culture of a committed 
family firm. Our core team is a handful of committed individuals, who will personally look 
after your consulting needs.



Your questions
www.campanileconsulting.com


